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SIX WIRE TRANSMISSION LINE 
I Re- appraisal of the Relative Merits of Open II iruu as Opposed to 

Gas Filled Concentric Lines 
By J. C. WALTER & J. H. KEACHIE 

REC EN '1' developments in 
methods of construction 
have improved the efficiency 

of open wire transmission lines to 
such an extent that re- appraisal 
of the relative merits of open 
wire construction versus gas - 
tilled concentric lines will be wel- 
comed by all engineers interested 
in sound economy and trouble- 
free operation. 

Factors governing the choice of 
r -f transmission lines niay be 
briefly enumerate(' as follows: 

1. Cost of completed installa- 
tion. 
Vulnerability of line to ex- 
ternal faults, such as (direct 
or indirect lightning strokes. 

3. Breakdown voltage rating of 
the installation. 

4. Power losses (including ra- 
diation). 

5. Choice of characteristic iui- 
pe(lance and its effect on 
cost of phasing and termi- 
nating equipment. 

6. Installation facilities. 
7. Maintenance and operating 

problems. 
Both types of line are in gen- 

eral use throughout the industry. 
When rationalized on the basis of 
economy, reliability an(1 effi- 
ciency, each has its advantages. 
On the basis of iilinimuitl radia- 
tion losses there can be no (lues- 
tion of the superiority of a prop- 
erly designed concentric line. On 
the other hand, the open wire type 
has obvious advantages from the 
standpoint of reliability. Cost 
considerations are (definitely in 
favor of the open wire construc- 
tion. 

Early types of open wire line 
permitted excessive losses through 
radiation. Even more recent types 
of the balanced field variety, con - 
sisting of two power conductors 
symmetrically disposed about a 
ground plane, suffered from 
ground return losses to a consid- 
erable degree, especially at the 
higher frequencies and over soil 
of poor conductivity. Naming 
names, this applies specifically to 
the balanced three -wire and bal- 
ance(' four -wire types. Principal 
advantages were low cost and a 
virtually trouble -free installation. 

Concentric lines, while having 
the advantage of zero radiation 
loss because of their closed field, 
are certainly more expensive, even 
on a first -cost basis, and definitely 
inferior from the standpoint of 
vulnerability. 

Since it is not economically 
feasible to construct a concentric 
line having the saine trouble -free 
characteristics as the open wire 
type, the obvious solution is to 
utilize an open wire configuration 
that will have the close(' field 
properties of the concentric type. 
For a single -ended transmission sys- 
tem a single power conductor sur- 
rounded by concentrically disposed 
grounded conductors is a complete 
solution as far as radiation is con- 
cerned. For all practical purposes, 
a five Nvire symmetrical configura- 
tion can be considered as having 
a closed field. In order to retain 
sufficient spacing for high surge 
voltages. however, the character- 
istic impedance must be consid- 
erably increased beyond the opti- 
mum range of 175 -250 ohms.' 
This (disadvantage can be conven- 
iently overcome by increasing the 
effective field of the power con- 
ductor, and we find that by using 
two parallel power conductors 
spaced 2/ inches between cen- 
ters we are able to locate these at 

' J. E. Eiselein, "Patterns Tailored to 
Fit," Broadcast News, No. 35, Febru- 
ary, 1991. 
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the center of a 15 inch square of 
four ground wires and bring the 
characteristic impedance down to 
230 ohms without sacrificing 
surge voltage rating and without 
using large conductors. A dia- 
gram of the resultant field is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

That the engineering logic be- 
hind this design is sound is con - 
clusively shown in the curves of 
Fig. 2. The improvement in the 
loss and radiation characteristics 
beyond previous open wire types 
permits the use of the six -wire 
configuration in even the most 
complex directional systems with- 
out fear of pattern distortion. -' 
The cardinal advantage of the 
concentric field is obtained with- 
out sacrificing the widely recog- 
nized features of open wire con- 
struction. 

While earlier types of open 
wire lines were easily erected on 
simple cross-arm structures. the 
Six -Wire system brings up new 
problems that are not easily 
solved by reference to standard 
catalogues of pole line hardware. 
It is a simple matter to design the 
correct hardware, but in such a 
restricted field of application the 
fabrication of speci :l parts in 
small lots becomes expensive. In 
addition, deliveries are likely to 
be slow and many local jobbers 
are not equipped to fabricate 
specialty hardware of this nature. 

In order to make correctly de- 
signed hardware available to the 
trade at reasonable prices RCA 

G. H. Brown, "Characteristics of Un- 
balanced Overhead Transini,,,sion 
Lines" (Page 16). 
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has assembled amt stocked 
tial pole line items. known as 
MI-19421 Double Bayonet. Insu- 
lator and Connectors, the assort- 
ment consists of the following 
material, sufficient for one pole: 

1 Double bayonet bracket, con- 
sisting of formed steel angle, 
welded, drilled and hot -dip 
galvanized. 

1 Special Fog Type low -loss 
double groove post insulator 
having no metal parts above 
the base. Overall height ap- 
proximately 8% inches. 

4 Cadntiunt plated bronze 
ground wire connectors. 

All other hardware required 
for erection of a complete line is 
readily available as stock mate- 
rial from the manufacturers of 
standard pole line hardware. All 

escit- 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

3 

six conductors are #6 stranded 
hard drawn copper, also obtain- 
able from any manufacturer's 
stock. 

The higher cost of conventional 
gas-filled concentric installations 
arises mostly from the cot of 
materials and the greater cost of 
installation labor. Where dupli- 
cate lines are required this cost is 
doubled. Complicated gas m ani- 
folding increases maintenance 
problems and breakdowns may 
result in serious outages. Trouble- 
shooting becomes something of a 
problem when internal faults de- 
velop, especially when lines are 
buried. In favor of the (Ten wire 
line are such points as low cost 
materials, low cost of installation, 
ntininttint maintenance require- 
ments an(l essentially trouble -free 
operation. :\ line crew of six or 
eight Wren borrowed from the 
local utility company Can com- 
pletcly erect a thousand feet of 
six -wire line in two (lays, start- 
ing front scratch. Such faults as 
are likely to occur, under the 
worst possible operating condi- 
tions, can be quickly detected and 
repaired. . \ broken conductor 
may be tied clear or cut away 
without seriously upsetting trans- 
mitter loading. Broken insulators, 
unless completely shattered, will 
continue to function without in- 
terruption and are, in any event, 
quickly an(l easily replaced. Since 
the power conductors are sur- 
rounded by four grounded con - 

(Continued on Page 25) 
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General view of the rig above decks. 

g JAIPREIIENSIVE and effi- 
cient to the highest degree, 
the radio installation on the 

S.S. America provides facilities 
for radio communication, naviga- 
tion, and safety at sea unequalled 
by those of any other ship afloat. 
Eight transmitters, nine receiv- 
ers, a direction finder, an auto- 
matic distress alarm, and thirteen 
antennas form a vital link be- 
tween the Alnterica and other 
vessels, ports, and cities in any 
part of the world. 

Custom Built Equipment 
This impressive array of cus- 

tom- built, expertly installed 
equipment, which makes available 
to ship's officers and passengers 
alike the full range of radio's tele- 
graphic and telephonic servicees, 
is housed in quarters especially 
designed for it on the A merica's 
spacious sports deck. It lies aft 
of the wheel house and the chart 
room, where it is instantly avail- 
able to the bridge and easily ac- 
cessible to passengers. 

The radio quarters are a show 
place in themselves. Outfitted in 
a modern functional style, they 
give the appearance of ship -shape 
compactness and efficiency' with- 
out being cramped. The front of- 
fice is equipped with writing 
table, radio telephone booth, and 
the chief radio officer's desk. A 
door leads from the office into 
the operations room, where are 
located the transmitters, receiv- 
ers, and controls. 

A SEA -GOING 
INSTALLATION 

Radiomarine Facilities 
on S.S. America Unequalled 

Maintain Continuous Service 
operations are conducted by a 

complement of five radio officers, 
who maintain a continuous radio- 
telegraph and radiotelephone 
service while the America is at 
sea. 

Five transmitters, together with 
associated receivers and other 
equipment, are installed in the 
operations room. Four of the 
transmitters are used for radio- 
telegraphy and one for radio- 
telephony. Control consoles run 
through the center of the room. 
An emergency station is set up in 
one corner, and adjacent to it is 
the automatic alarm. 

Instantaneous Change Feature 
'l'he bulk of message traffic is 

carried by three main radiotele- 
graph transmitters, which oper- 
ate in three frequency bands-in- 
termediate, short wave, and long 
wave. The versatility of this 
equipment permits operations 
over any distance and under all 
conditions. 

In the intermediate frequency 
band of 350 to 500 Itc, the America 

is equipped with a 1000 -watt spe- 
cially designed transmitter which 
provides 10 separate crystal -con- 
trolled frequencies, or communi- 
cation channels. A feature of this 
set is provision for instantaneous 
change from the 500 -kilocycle 
distress and calling wave to a 
working wave. The operator 
may make the shift by merely 
throwing a switch at his desk. 

Long Distance Communication 
A 1000 -watt crystal controlled 

20- frequency transmitter, which 
covers the range from 4 to 24 
megacycles, provides long dis- 
tance short wave communication. 
This transmitter makes it possible 
to maintain radiotelegraph com- 
munication over distances of 3,000 
miles and more. 

In the low frequency, or long 
wave, band of 110 to 160 kilo- 
cycles, there is another 1000 -watt 
transmitter designed for 10 crys- 
tal- controlled frequencies. This 
unit is used chiefly on a vessel 
such as the America when short 
waves are subjected to magnetic 

Emergency position including transmitter and receiver. 
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Radiotelephone control center. 

storms or other phenomena that 
cause excessive fading. 

Specially Designed Console 
Operating controls for these 

three radiotelegraph transmitters 
are arranged in a compact, spe- 
cially designed console 9/ feet 
long. Three receivers are housed 
in the console, together with stop - 
start switches for the motor gen- 
erators and the frequency selec- 
tor switches. Signal lights indi- 
cate when the equipment is func- 
tioning. 

The console also has an an- 
tenna switching panel for selec- 
tion of any of the five receiving 
doublets for either of the two 
high frequency receivers. Four 
loud speakers and switches per- 
mit combinations for monitoring 
by speaker or earphones. Any of 
the receivers may be switched to 
a loudspeaker on the bridge for 
time signals. 

Powerful Radiotelephone 
The radiotelephone transmitter, 

most powerful of its kind in- 
stalled aboard an American ves- 
sel,' is a 600 -watt, 5 channel trans- 
mitter with crystal control on all 
channels. The set's design pro- 
vides for adjustment to thirty dif- 
ferent frequencies, thus permit- 
ting the addition of other trans- 
mitting channels in the future. 
Privacy for radiotelephone con- 
versations is obtained through a 
speech inversion, or "scrambler," 

device, which makes the voice 
signals unintelligible to unauthor- 
ized listeners. 

The control panel for the radio- 
telephone contains the subscriber 
switching bay, which enables the 
operator to put calls through to 
passengers' staterooms. Here, too, 
are all the controls for voice oper- 
ation, circuit switching, simplex 
operation, and speech inversion. 
Also included are a microphone 
and special headphones, high fre- 
quency receiver, and pre -selector, 
and a noise -reducing electronic 
relay. 

5 

Independent Emergency Facilities 
'l'he fifth transmitter in the 

room is the emergency station, 
set up apart from the main equip- 
ment. Its power is 50 watts and 
its frequency range is 37:i - 500 
kilocycles. This unit is for use in 
the rare event the main transmit- 
ters are unable to operate clue to 
failure of the power supply. It is 
linked to an emergency generator 
and, for still greater protection, 
has its own set of storage bat- 
teries. 

Two receivers are also in- 
stalled in the emergency position. 
One of them. a vacuum tube unit, 
covers the frequencies from 15 
kilocycles to 500 kilocycles, with 
the other -a type B crystal re- 
ceiver-is one that operates with- 
out batteries or tubes. 

Automatic Distress Alarm 
Although it is not required by 

law on a vessel that maintains a 
continuous radio watch, a radio 
automatic distress alarm is an in- 
tegral part of the America's equip- 
ment. Mounted on a bulkhead 
next to the emergency position, 
the automatic alarm adds consid- 
erably to the measure of protec- 
tion the ship is able to give to 
other vessels which happen to be 
in its vicinity. 

This unit is responsive at all 
times to the emergency distress 
signals of other ships. When such 
signals are received, the unit auto - 

(Continued on Page 25) 

Control console for sending and receiving. 
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205 ft. tower ' that puts 
WSAM's sig- 
nal on the air. 

WSAM- "RCA ALL THE WAY" 

Studio view at the Saginaw station. 

A 
RCA 76 B Consolette, 70 -C Turntables and 64.B Loudspeaker ) 

are combined to provide an efficient speech input system. i 

An unusually fine building houses 
the RCA Transmitter at WSAM. 

RCA microphones, stands and A 

cue speakers are used in the 
attractive WSAM studios. 
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KDYL-A Busy Station in the Beehive State 
Most Populous Section 
of Utah is in KDYL's 
range. 

Towering over 400 feet 
above the immediate 
terrain, KDYL's anten- 
na sends out a powerful 
signal to Salt Lake City 
and surrounding terri- 
tory. 

A modern, light transmitter house, designed for efficient and com- 
pact arrangement of units, is the home of KDYL's RCA transmitter. 

The RCA 5 -D1, predecessor of the 5 -DX, has given excellent service at KDYL. 

1 1 
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BRoAnc.\sT engineers, like 
the proverbial postman who 
take a lung walk on his day 

oft, are often found visiting other 
broadcast stations. \Ve are all in- 
terested ill knowing how our col - 
leagues meet their particular 
problems because we learn un- 
usual methods which can benefit 
our own stations. It is practically 
impossible for an operating engi- 
neer to visit every new installa- 
tion. For this reason we have pre- 
pared an outline describing the 
major type of speech input sys- 
tems in use today. Few speech in- 
put systems are alike in every re- 
spect. Each varies in the number 
of studios, network connections 
and programming requirements. 

This paper is divided into two 
parts. The first describes practi- 
cal schemes for switching output 
channels, remote inputs and mon- 
itoring systems. The second part 
deals with actual installations 
which are successfully perform- 
ing their required functions. In 
order to make the paper as coni- 
prehensive as possible, systems 
are described which vary from 
the relatively simple one trans- 
mitter installation to the compar- 
atively complex multiple studio 
and multiple output layout. 

PART I 
Multiple Output Systems 

The simplest system is the one 
consisting of an assembly of am- 
plifiers and mixers by means of 
which one or more microphones 
are fed to one transmitter or out - 
going line. An expansion of this 
circuit is required whenever it be- 
comes necessary to feed more 
than one output as, for example, 

SPEECH INPUT SYSTEMS 
.4 Thorough Discussion of the Practical and 

Theoretical Aspects of I carious 
Systems 

By 

C. M. LEWIS, Speech Input Sales Manager 
J. D. COLVIN, Design Engineer 

Presented Before the Fourth Annual Broadcast Engineering Confer- 
ence, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 

the transmitter and a network or 
two transmitters. The two out- 
puts should not be multiplied di- 
rectly or connected together in a 
simple mixer because insufficient 
isolation is obtained with the re- 
sult that any objectionable noise 
originating on either of the lines 
will also interfere with the other. 
Two successful methods are used, 
and are shown in Fig. 1. The first 
employs a bridging line amplifier 
(Fig. 1A). The input of the am- 
plifier has a high impedance (usu- 
ally 20,000 ohms) and may be 
connected across the main pro- 
gram bus without affecting its 
level or characteristics. Sufficient 
gain is provided in the amplifier 
to overcome the bridging loss and 
to furnish an output level which 
is the same or greater than the 
input. Since the amplifier is a 
one -way device, perfect protec- 
tion is afforded the main bus. If 
two amplifiers are used, one in 
each output, complete isolation is 
obtained between the two lines. 
The second method utilizes a 
bridge circuit and is less expen- 
sive but has a few disadvantages. 
As shown in Fig. 1B, the output 
of the program amplifier is fed 
into one leg of a Wheatstone 
bridge and the two output lines 
are connected across opposite cor- 
ners of the bridge. Any undesir- 
able voltage generated on either 
line will be attenuated approxi- 
mately 40 db before getting on 
the other line, but the program is 
attenuated only 6 db to each line. 
In actual practice, we have found 
that high quality line coils are 
usually required between the 
bridge and the lines to insure cor- 
rect balance. A 6 db impedance 

isolation pad is also desirable be- 
tween the amplifier and the 
bridge. The disadvantages of the 
bridge circuit are the high loss of 
12 db in the amplifier's output, 
the limited attenuation between 
lines and the fact that both out- 
puts must be operated at the same 
level. 

When more than one studio is 
invoked, some arrangement for 
selection of the proper studio is 
required. Simultaneous broadcast- 
ing and auditioning is of great 
importance to the programming 
and sales departments. When 
only two studios are to be fed to 
one output and a minimum of 
equipment is desired, the simple 
arrangement shown in Fig 2A 
may be employed. By inserting 
key switches in the outputs of the 
respective mixers, each studio 

LINE LINE 2 LINE OUT 

6db 
+ +8v4 6VLL 

+I9vu 
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+14vu 
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can be connected to either the 
program amplifier or the audition 
amplifier. Thus it is possible to 
be broadcasting from one studio 
while auditioning from the other. 
An alternative and more flexible 
version of this arrangement is in- 
dicated in Fig. 2B. By making 
the audition amplifier a duplicate 
of the program amplifier, it can 
be used to feed a second output. 
:A separate monitoring amplifier 
with a selector switch will then 
be required. 

As the number of studios is in- 
creased, it becomes desirable to 
have separate and independent 
amplifiers and controls for each 
studio. With independent sys- 
tems for each studio, it is possible 
to use more than one operator at 
a time which permits simultan- 
eous broadcasting or rehearsing 
from any combination of studios. 
Fig. 3A shows a basic circuit for 
connecting one output to any one 
of several studios. Some means 
should be provided to interlock 
the studio outputs so only one 
can be fed to the output at a 
time. If it were possible to con- 
nect two or more studios to the 
output, a serious impedance mis- 
match and possibility of acci- 
dently interfering with the pro - 
gi<am would result. If the output 
switching can always be done 
from the same location. as in the 
case of a central control room 
operating several studios from 
one control desk, the output se- 
lector may be a mechanically in- 
terlocked pushbutton switch. 
However, if the switching is to be 
operated from various locations, 
relays should be used for the 
master selectors. The relays can 

be made to operate from output 
keys at each studio control and 
interlocked so that only one relay 
will close at a time. A convenient 
interlocking system is one in 
which the circuit is so connected 
that, if all the studio keys are 
"off," any one key can close its 
respective relay. The succeeding 
studio operator would then close 
his key when ready but would not 
get the output line until the pre- 
ceding studio's key had been re- 
leased. Suitable indicating lamps, 
operated from contacts on the re- 
lays, may be used to inform each 
operator when the output line has 
been transferred to him. 

Should it become necessary to 
simultaneously feed the outputs 
of two or more studios into one 
outgoing line, one of the studio 
controls should be designated as 
the master. The outputs from the 
other studios should then be 
routed through the master in the 
same manner as for remote pick- 
ups. This is the only sure method 
of insuring correct output level 
and proper balance. 

Fig. 3B is a simple arrangement 
for selecting between two out- 
going lines. Double rows of push - 
keys or relays are provided and 
connect to loading resistors, when 
normal. Since the selectors are 
interlocked only in the vertical 
rows, it is possible to feed any 
one studio to either or both of the 
outgoing lines. Like Fig. 3A, 
these selectors can be pushkeys 
or relays. Although inexpensive. 
this system has the disadvantage 
of practically no attenuation be- 
tween outgoing lines when they 
are being fed from the same 
studio. Also, the mixer loss must 
be overridden by operating the 
studio equipment at a higher out- 
put level. Considerable improve- 
ment in line isolation may be ob- 
tained by using the Wheatstone 
bridge circuit as shown in Fig. 
3C. The isolation between out- 
puts is greatly improved over the 
arrangement in Fig. 3B but the 
disadvantages of program level 
attenuation and the necessity of 
operating both outputs at the 
same level are still present. 

A worthwhile improvement in 
operating performance is ob- 
tained with the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 3D. Here only a 

+8 vu output level is necessary 
for each studio. The studio's out- 
put is loaded with a 600 ohm re- 
sistor. Line amplifiers with high 
impedance (bridging) inputs are 
used in each outgoing line. This 
method has the advantage that 
either one or all of the outgoing 
lines are fed front any studio with- 
out affecting the program level or 
characteristics. Complete isola- 
tion is obtained between channels 
and different levels may be fed to 
each outgoing line if necessary. 

Relays may be used instead of 
pushbuttons to permit operating 
the master selectors from any de- 
sired remote position. Each studio 
control can be provided with a 
remote control station from which 

Fig. 4- Master Control Console at WHBC. Canton, Oh 

mm 00®00 00000 004100 ccccc , 
0 00 (e t 1616pM 

Fig. 5- Master Switching at WOV, New York. 

Fig. 6- Master Control Panel at WIRE, Indianapolis 
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the complete plaster control can 
be operated. .\ typical control of 
this type is shown in Fig. 4. "1-he 
studio mixer console is equipped 
\with two panels of master con- 
trol selector keys. .\ panel is 
used for each of the two outgoing 
channels. From this console, any 
of the three studios, the remote 
pickup input, and the incoming- 
network may be dispatched to 
either outgoing channel. Another 
example is shown in Fig. 5 which 
consists of a remote plaster con- 
trol console. (-)ne of these con - 
solis is located in each studio con- 
trol room and provides switching 
facilities for five studios and 
three outgoing channels. Indi- 
cator lamps show the circuits in 
use and a standard vu meter may 
be switched across the output of 
each of the three channels. The 
"READY" lamps and keys are 
for simplified "present" as (le- 
scribed in Figure 7A. 

'Whenever a master control po- 
sition is utilized, it is desirable to 
have master gain controls in each 
outgoing line. 'These controls are 
usually operated at a normal at- 
tenuation of 10 or 15 db and can 
be increased or decreased as re- 
quired. 'Tliey also permit the 
operator to fade an outgoing 
channel and thereby avoid a sud- 
den break. The master gain con- 

Fig. 8- Master Control Panel at WFBR, Baltimore. 
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trul should not be connected in 
the Output of the line amplifier 
because its attenuation \will ne- 
cessitate the operation of the am- 
plifier at a high output level re- 
sulting in increased distortion. 
The preferred method is to con- 
nect the master gain control in 
the input to the line amplifier and 
use bridging coils between the 
selectors and the variable attentt- 
aturs as shown in Fig. 3E. This 
system is ideal because it has ad- 
vantages of all the others. The 
program may be easily and 
quickly dispatched to six or more 
outgoing lines from any number 
of studios. The actual switching 
is accomplished without affecting 
the level or load impedance of the 
circuits involved. A typical panel 
layout of a system of this type is 
shown in Fig. G. 

Pre -set Systems 
The primary purpose of a mas- 

ter control selector system is to 
permit the operator to execute 
comparatively complicated dis- 
patching with a minimum of mis- 
takes and time. In the average 
installation utilizing a number of 
studios it is usually necessary to 
switch several studios in the 
pace of a few seconds at the 

quarter -hour station break inter- 
val. It would be impossible for a 
single operator to attempt to 
slake the required switching with 
patch cords toles the possibilities of 
slaking mistakes would be num- 
erous. With convenient switch- 
ing arrangements such as those 
described above, the dispatching- 
operation is greatly expedited but 
the chance for errors has not been 
eliminated. It is (Iifficult for the 
operator to refer to his schedule 
sheet and operate the many 
switching functions in the alloted 
time. :\ reduction of errors and 
an increase in efficiency result 
\when a "pre -set" arrangement is 
used. .\ "pre -set" system permits 
the operator to set up the sue- 
ceding dispatching circuits ahead 
of time, thus simplifying the 
actual selector switching. A num- 
ber of "preset" circuits have been 
devised and they all have certain 
advantages. 

One of the simplest "preset" 
circuits is that shown in Fig. 7A. 
Pushbutton selector switches are 
used in the audio circuits and 

Fig. 9- Master Control Panel at WFAA. Dallas. 

only the indicator lamps are util- 
ized in the presetting arrange- 
ment. The operator can rotate 
the preset switch and light a 
green lamp located next to the 
pushbutton associated with the 
studio in which the succeeding 
broadcast is to originate. This 
procedure is followed for each of 
the outgoing channels and, at the 
time of making the actual switch, 
it is only necessary for the oper- 
ator to push the buttons beside 
the green lights. As an added 
convenience. red lamps are light- 
ed through contacts on the selec- 
tor switches and give a quick in- 
dication of the studio in Ilse. : \1- 
though simple, this circuit has 
one disadvantage. 'l'he particu- 
lar studio pushkey associated with 
each channel must be depressed 
at the time of actual transfer be- 
cause the audio circuit has not 
been preset. Also, its use is re- 
stricted to the master control 
room and the switching operation 
cannot be made from the studio 
nor can all channels be operated 
simultaneously. 

:Another version of pushbutti ii 

selector switching systems with 
"preset" is shown in Fig. 7B. In 
this circuit two rows of push- 
buttons are used for each out- 
going channel.* Only one row is 

*Mechanically interlocked put3h keys 
must be used with the interlocking ar- 
ranged vertically in Fig. 7B. This is 
necessary to prevent cross connecting 
the "on -air" and "pre -se'." studios in 
the key banks shou:d two keys be ac- 
cidentally depressed. 
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used at a time thereby leaving the 
other row free for the "preset." 
Red indicator lamps show which 
row of pushbuttons is in use. The 
outgoing line is switched between 
the two rows of pushbuttons by 
means of a key- switch on relays. 
The use of relays is preferred be- 
cause they can be operated from 
a single non -locking pushkey and, 
since the sanie key is pressed 
every time, the operating routine 
is easily maintained. Relays also 
permit ganged operation from a 
single "MASTER OPERATE" 
pushkey so that all the channels 
can be switched simultaneously 
from a single key. A typical mas- 
ter control panel of this type is 
shown in Fig. 8. A total of nine 
studios may be dispatched to four 
outgoing channels. Two rows of 
pushbuttons are provided for each 
channel as is a vu meter and a 
master gain control. Lamps asso- 
ciated with each row of pushkeys 
give ready indication of the cir- 
cuits in use. The transfer be- 
tween key banks is made by re- 
lays which are controlled from 
the "OPERATE" pushbutton lo- 
cated at the lower right corner of 
each vu meter. By means of the 
turnkeys located at the right and 
left center of each meter, the 
operating control is transferred to 
the studio control room or to the 
"MASTER OPERATE" key in 
the center panel. This system has 
two minor disadvantages. The 
first is the ever -present possibil- 
ity that the operator may try to 
preset on the key bank which is 
in use and interrupt the broad- 
cast and the second is the com- 
paratively large amount of panel 
space required. Some may object 
to having the audio circuits con- 
nected to so many switches and 
carried through the flexible cables 
on the control panels. However, 

Fig. 12- Remote Line Termination Panel at 
WIRE, Indianapolis. 

stations using tilts system over a 
considerable length of time report 
very satisfactory service. 

Fig. 7C shows a basic circuit for 
the ultimate in master control 
switching systems. It is the type 
used by most of the larger sta- 
tions and network control rooms. 

Fig. 11- Remote Line Termination 
Rack at W H BC. Canton. Ohio. 

The audio -witching is handled 
by relays which can be "preset" 
and operated from the control 
desk. The operation can also be 
made from the studio control 
rooms and the "MASTER OPER- 
ATE" key can be made to trip 
any combination or all of the 
channels. The circuit is particu- 
larly fool -proof because the same 
rotary switch is always used for 

Fig. 13 -RCA Type 76B -2 Consolette. 

presetting and no interruptions 
can result from turning it during 
a broadcast. As soon as each relay 
has operated, its self -locking con- 
tacts hold it in place and addi- 
tional contacts prevent the other 
relays from closing. The transfer 
is made by operating a non -lock- 
ing, normally closed push or lever 
key. When the relay power is 
momentarily broken. all relays 
drop open. The instant the "OP- 
l?R. \'l'1?" key is released to nor- 
mal, the relay, whose coil circuit 
has been complete(] through the 
"preset" switch, ininlediately 
closes and locks in. The "preset" 
switch is then free and can be set 
for the next transfer. A typical 
master control board using this 
circuit is shown in Fig. 9. Ten 
studios may be dispatched to six 
outgoing channels. Two rows of 
lamps are provide(] for each chan- 
nel. one to indicate the studio 
feeding the channel and the other 
to indicate the studio that has 
been preset. The "OI'i ?RATE" 
lever -key is located in the center 
below the "PRESi?"l "' and "MAS- 
TER" gain control knobs. This 
key is non -locking in the right 
"OPERATE" position and lock- 
ing in the left "MAS'l'i ?R" posi- 
tion. The "MASTER OPER- 
A'I'E" key in the center of the en- 
tire panel will trip all channels 
having keys thrown to "MAS- 
TER." Each channel is equipped 
with a power "OFF -ON" switch 
located in the lower left corner of 
each panel. A "STUDIO ON 
\IR" lamp under each vu meter 
indicates when the studio oper- 
ator has thrown his output key. 
Many of these installations have 
been in continuous use for several 
years and relay troubles have 
been negligible. Although the 
original cost is higher than the 
other systems we have described, 
the improved performance and 
lessened possibility for operating 
mistakes make it a sound invest- 
ment. 

Remote Pickup Circuits 
The handling of incoming cir- 

cuits from remote pickups in- 
volves two considerations. The 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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first is the method of routing the 
incoming. program and the second 
i, the method of maintaining 
communication with the operator 
or announcer at remote locations. 
The safest system and the one 
used by networks and most sta- 
tions for important programs is 
the use of two lines ; one for the 
program and the other for the 
talking circuit. The order wire 
(talking circuit) is usually termi- 
nated on a ringdown panel at the 
studios. :1 lever key, in its nor- 
mal position, connects the line to 
a relay which closes, locks in and 
lights an in(hctaing lamp when 
ringing current is sent in. As 
shown in Fig. 10A, the two oper- 
ating positions of the leverkey 
connect the line to a telephone 
hand -set or to the source of ring - 
ing current for calling out. A 
typical rack -mounted ringdown 
panel is shown in Fig. 11. 

For reasons of economy, many 
stations desire to use just one line 
on less important pickups. Suc - 
cessful operation can be accom- 
plislle(l with one line by utilizing- 
the line for communication until 
the actual broadcasting begins. 
Once the program is on the air, 
however, ilo commnunication facil- 
ities are available which may 
prove embarrassing in case of 
trouble on important pickups. The 
scheme shown in Fig. 10B pro- 
vides an installaiton which is 
readily adapted to both one and 
two line remote. If only one line 
is to be use(], it is connecte(] to a 
lever -key which connects the line 
to the input of the speech input 
equipment or to the "cue" output. 
When the first lever -key is in its 
normal position, the line is con- 
nected through a second lever -key 
which is in the usual order -wire 
ringdown circuit. ']'his arrange- 
ment permits the remote operator 
to ring -in and talk with the studio 
upon arrival at location. The 
studio operator can then feed the 

cueing program to the line until 
the remote is to go on the air, at 
which time the lever -key is 
thrown to the program position. 
Attention is called to the fact that 
when the circuit is set up for 
broadcasting, it is impossible for 
the cueing and talking circuits to 
interfere with the program. By 
inserting jacks or accessible term- 
inals into the circuit between the 
two keys (as indicated by "x" in 
Fig. 101) the arrangement is 
readily converted to a two -line 
system for commercial and more 
important pickups. A. remote 
switching panel utilizing this sys- 
tem is shown in Fig. 12. Switch- 
ing facilities are provided for six 
remote lines. 

Another one -line circuit which 
has become popular in the lower - 
powered stations, is shown in Fig 
10C. Two banks of pushkeys are 
tlse(l. 1'he first bank permits the 
incoming remote lines to be 
switched into the speech input 
e(uipment. When the keys of the 
first bank are normal, the line is 
connected through to the second 
bank. 'l'he keys of the second 
bank are normal, the line is con- 
nected to "override bridging 
palls" the combined outputs of 
which are connected to the input 
of the moinitoring amplifier 
through an off -on switch. When 
this switch is on, a remote oper- 
ator can talk into his microphone 
and be heard by the studio oper- 
ator over the program being mon- 
itored on the control room loud- 
speaker. 'l'he studio operator can 
then talk to the remote operator 
by closing the proper "cue" key 
an(l speaking into the talkback 
microphone. After the "cue" key 
has been closed, it becomes neces- 
sary for the studio operator to 
listen to the remotes by means of 
headphones plugged into the jack 
shown on Fig. 1OC. Sufficient at- 
tenuation is provided in the mon- 
itor bridging pad to keep the 
override signal from cross- talking 
onto the program line above a 
level equivalent to that of the 
hum and noise in the system. 
Thus it is possible to handle the 
program, "cue" and two -way 
communication over one line 
without the use of hand -sets or 
ringers. A commercial speech in- 
put equipment successfully util- 

izing this type of circuit is shown 
in Fig. 13. Switching facilites are 
provded for six remote lines. Two 
banks of program keys are used 
to permit the handling of two 
pickups simultaneously. One 
pickup can be on the air while 
"cue" or two -way communication 
is being conducted on another. 

The larger multi- studio instal- 
lations require special considera- 
tion with regard to remote input 
switching. Because it is often 
necessary to mix a studio an- 
nouncement or another program 
with the incoming remote pro - 
gram, special facilities must be 
provided to permit the master 
operator to route the remote 
through a studio control. This is 
usually accomplished by having 
one or two mixers reserved for 
outside programs in each studio 
control equipment. Lines connect 
these mixers to jacks in the mas- 
ter control room and the master 
operator can patch the remote 
into the studio. For those cases 
where no mixing is necessary in a 
studio control, the master oper- 
ator may wish to route the remote 
directly into the master selector 
system. Facilities for both meth- 
ods are usually included. Fig. 15 
shows the circuit of a typical in- 
stallation. The remote lines and 
incoming networks terminate in 
the master control room from 
which they are dispatched to the 
studio controls or directly into 
the plaster selectors. An ampli- 
fier is provided in the direct cir- 
cuit to bring the remote program 
to the same level as the studio 
outputs. The lines to the studio 
controls are shown multipled. 
Such an arrangement is often 
used, especially for the incoming 
networks, because it permits the 
outside programs to be taken in 
any or all of the studios. The 
multipled lines are bridged in the 
studio controls. Cueing amplifiers, 

(Continued on Page 32) 
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 A corner of the control 
room at this leading Mex- 
ican station showing RCA 
turntables and consolette. 

In Monterrey It's RCA 

13 

An excellent mod. 
ern transmitter 
plant for XEH. 

A swivel chair brings 
everything within reach in 
this compact arrangement 
at Prescott, Arizona. 

0 

The 250 -K must have some- 
thing- there's another one 
in case you missed it. 

Another example of the trend 
to the RCA 250 -K among broad- 
casters domestic and foreign. 

At KYCA It's RCA 
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WBOC, SALISBURY, MD. 
Voice of the Eastern Shore 

1111111s0"..--- ,. .. .. 

Architect's sketch of the transmitter house for WBOC. 

Up she goes! Raising the antenna for 
the Maryland station. 

input racks 
another 

250_ 

RCA consolette and turntables in action at 
the Salisbury station. 

A program on the air with a 
74 -B and a 77 -C1 mike in 
action. 
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WWNC -One of North Carolina's Progressive Stations 

The reception room at WWNC with 
a 64 B Speaker in the Background. 

Studio "D" -A Transcription 
Studio at the Asheville Station. 

Studio "A." Note the Plentiful Supply 
of RCA "Mikes" for Every Purpose. 

A Specch Input Racks in the Control Room. 

Cecil B. Hoskins, Chief Engi- 
neer, at the Control Console. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF UNBALANCED 
OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINES 

Fig. 1. 

I. Introduction 
IN broadcast practice, overhead 

transmission lines made up of 
a number of conductors have 

been used for several years. The 
usual cust0111 has been to tic sev- 
eral conductors together and op- 
erate them at high potential with 
respect to the ground. The re- 
maining conductors are then tied 
together and grounded. It is the 
purpose of this paper to consider 
the physical constants of this 
type of line \which are of engi- 
neering interest. .\ study of these 
constants incltides a consideration 
of the characteristic impedance of 
the transmission line, as well as 
the transiission loss. 

II. Method of Computing the 
Characteristic Impedance 

The characteristic impedance 
of a 1<,w loss transmission line is 
given by 

/ 1. 
Z. __ ,>)/ (ohms) 

1Y (: 
(1) 

where L is the inductance per 
unit length (henries per centi- 
meter) while C is the capacitance 
per unit length 1 farads per centi- 
meter). Again, in a low loss line, 
the velocity of propagation is 

1 ---- ;2) 
V/LC 

where v = 3 X 1010 centimeters 
per second. If \ve substitute (2) 
in (1), we find that 

1 

Z, _ 
vC 

(3) 

By DR. G. H. BROWN 
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. 

From equation (3), we see that 
we may readily contptite Z,. if the 
capacity per unit length is known. 

To illustrate the method of 
computation of the capacity per 
unit length, let us refer to Fig. 1. 
here two conductors, each of 
radius p, are placed at equal 
sleights above a conducting plane. 
'I.ltese conductors are semi-in- 
finite in length and run normal 
to the surface of the page. Each 
conductor is raised to sonie arbi- 
trary voltage. The choice of these 
voltages will determine the charge 
distribution. Let us suppose that 
Conductor No. 1 has a charge of 
O1 coulombs per unit length, 
while Conductor No. 2 bears a 
charge of O_ coulombs per unit 

length. Making use of the system 
of logarithmic potentials, the volt- 
age above ground of Conductor 
No. 1 is 

1 1 

E1 = 60v [Q1 log -- - Q1 log 
2h p 

1 1 + Q2 log -- - Q2 log 
a ß/(2h)'2 a=' 

(4) 

ln this equation, the first term 
is the contribution to the total 
voltage clue to the charge on Con- 
ductor No. 1, the second term is 
that caused by the image of No. 
L the third terns is set up by the 
charge on No. 2, while the fourth 
term is caused by the image of 
No. 9. Rewriting (4), 

2h 
E1 = 60v IQs log -- 

L p 

02/02 -F- a2 
( 5 ) H Q2 log 

a 

* All logarithms used in this discus - 
Fig. 2. sion will be taken with respect to the 

natural base unless otherwise desig- 
nated. 

Fig. 3. 
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and (9) becomes 

Z,.= 60 
Clog 

-- 2h 

Fig. 4. 

Following the sanie procedure, 
we find the voltage of No. 2 to be 

E2 = 60v [Q1 log 
V(2h)2 a" 

a 

2h 
+ Q2 log 

J 
(6) 

P J 

Now let us ground Conductor No. 
2 so that it is at ground potential. 
That is, E2 = 0. Under this con- 
dition, (6) yields 

Q2 
-log 

V(2h)2-1- a- 

a 

Qi 2h 
log 

p 

Equation (5) then becomes 

Ei 2h 
= 60v [log 

Qt p 

(7) 

Q-, 

log 
2h 

J 
- -- 

Q, a (11) 

So for a multi -wire line. We fol - 
low the saine procedure. The volt- 
age of each conductor is written 
in ternis of the line dimensions 
and the charges on each conduc- 
tor. If there are ni -I- n conduc- 
tors, there will then be nt -- n 

equations. If there are n grounded 
conductors, the corresponding 
voltage equations are set equal to 

a 

c 

-r b e- a 

Fig. 5. 

Q2 
'/ 
V (2h)2 + a2 + log zero. These n equations. when 

Qi a (8) solved, will then yield the ratio 

Ei 1 

But 

Making use of (3), 

r 2h 
Ze=60 Clog 

L 

Q2 02h)'. a, 
+--.log 

J 
(9) 

Qt a 

If the spacing between 
tors is small compared 
height above ground. (7) 
to 

Q2 

Qi 

2h 
-log - -- 

'2 

2h 
log -- 

l' 

conduc- 
to the 

reduces 

(10) 

of the charge on the n grounded 
conductors to the charge on the in 

insulated conductors. 'l'hc remain - 
ing in equations may then be 
quickly solved to yield the char- 
acteristic impedance. 

17 

The charge ratio equations, 
equation (7) for example, furnish 
other important information. The 
Current flowing in a11V' wire on a 
matched transmission line is re- 
lated to the charge per unit length 
by the following simple relation. 

I =vQ (12) 
so that the ratio of the charges is 
the saine as the ratio of the cur- 
rents. That is. (7) is the ratio of 
the current flowing in the ground- 
ed conductor to the current flow- 
ing in the insulated conductor. 

We will 110W assign specific 
values to the line in question. 
Assume that \o. ti conductors are 
used. Then p = 0.064 inch. 

h = 1: feet = 144 inches. 
a =15 inches. 

Equation (10) then yields 
_ -0.35 

Substituting this value in i 11). 
we find 

L,. = 44:3.0 oint, 
Since the ratio of the charges 
-11.:35, the ratio of the current 
the ground wire to the current 
the hot wire is 

in 

in 

- - - -- 0.3 5 

'l'hc current t1w ink hack in the 
ground lulus the ground vire cur- 
rent is equal in magnitude to the 
hot Wi1.0 ì ttrrcnt. Therefore. 

I,,t --_ -- --0.65 
/h, 

1 f we now substitute these values 
in equation, ( i \) and (:3B),* we 
h11í1 that the attenuation of the 
line in a matched condition is 
decibels per 1000 feet = 

[1.09 --- + 0.086 ] 1,,,,. 
10 -1:. 

.. Refer to Appendix A and Appendix H. 

(Continued on \ ,xt Pay i 

Fig. 6. Six Wire Line, RCA MI -9421 Assembly. h 12 ft. 
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. E:ai1 e _...r_ Il..im a_.. 111 - . E a©illiellnl 
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P** 440 I **4 44 tit 4 
r***4 OW 44. 
ilitsystalltottgli 

se /06 /S. 2 0 o So 30 0 

III. The Four -Wire Line 

shows a four-wire trans- 
line which has been used 

duite extensively. Here the four 
wires are mounted on the corners 
of a square, \\her& the square is 
u ttnits on a side. I )iagunallw op- 
posite wires are connected to- 
g-ether. and one pair is grounded. 
ruder this condition. 

(.4u 1,rn 

Q,, I,: . 

anti 

t, _ i0 [1(q.; 

log (21t lz 
a 

(2h)' 
log - 

NT 2a 
(13) 

(2/02 ( ( 
\, 

2/t =1 4-O- log 
\ a '2ap , ,,,, 

2/i 

I I 

1(12; 

a 
30 1 

4- 

- 

(2h)= 
log 

\ 2 a p 

a 
log- 

J /2p 

(14) 

Then. with \o. ti conductors, and 
rt equal to fifteen inches. the fol- 
lowing conditions prevail. 

I Set' Table 1.1 

:lcasur inents of capacity \were 
matie on a four-wire line. \where 
the height was 12 feet and the 
other dimensions corresponclet! 

Fig. 7. Millivolts meter at one mile. 

to th-e used I in 'I'al,le 1. \with a 
line length of 21(1 feet. the total 
capacity as pleasured by means 
of a 1(u0O- cycle capacity bridge 
was found to be 920 X 10 12 

farads. This corresponds to 
0.14:35 X 1O 12 farads per centi- 
meter. Substituting- this value in 
(:3), the characteristic impedance 
is found to be 2:32.0 ohms. 

Figure :3 shows the attenuation 
of the four-wire line as a function 
of frequency for several values of 
soil conductivity. On this same 
curve slicet, measured values of 
attenuation are shown for four 
similar transmission lines installed 
at four separate locations. The 
line \\hick corresponded to faint 
\o. 1 ran over a swamp \\here 
the surface water was several 
inches deep. The line which gave 
Point No. _) was placed above a 
combination of cinders and sand. 
while Point \o.:3 was taken on a 
line which ran over sandy soil. 
The line corresponding to l'oint 
\o. 4 was placed above a -aptly 
loam soil. 

Figure :3 shows that the atten- 
uation is serious where long 
lengths of transmission line are 
tisecl over poor soil at high fre- 
quencies. 

IV. A Five -Wire Line 
Fig. 4 shows a five -wire trans - 

p1i: sign line which has been used 
in a few installations. hour 
grounded conductors are placed 
at the corners of a square, \vith a 
single insulated conductor placed 
ill the center of the square. For 
this arrangement 

Q te 

Q 

and 

2V2h 
-log 

a 

2h 
log 

(N/2 p)'S a't 
(15; 

C 

2h Q,,,. 2 \/2 hi 
4,.=60 log log - - -- 

, a 

(16) 

TABLE I 
It Z,. 

(feet) (ohms) I".11,,,, I,,,,%1,,,, 

18 238.5 -0.558 -0.442 

12 234.0 -0.526 -0.474 

6 223.0 -0.458 -0.542 

Attenuation 
(decibels per 1000 feet) 

/ 10-'3 
[0.623 , -}- 0.093 10. 

ae,,,,, 

C1.1 

10 -1" /1/ 

[2.875 

ae,,,,{ 

/ 10 -'3 

aC,,,,, 

+ 0.0925 ví J,,,, 

-}- 0.092 
J0,,,,, 
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.. / / / / / 

Fig. 8. 

With No. S conductors. a = 15 

inches, and h = 12 feet (144 
inches). 

/.//h. _ -0.785 
and 

I a /Ih. _ -0.215 
Z(. = 350.0 ohms. 

The attenuation is 

00.151 
10 -'' 

+ 0.11 

= decibels for 1000 feet. 
Because the current in the 

ground wires is very nearly equal 
to the current in the hot wire, the 
earth loss is greatly reduced. 
However, the value of the charac- 
teristic impedance is too high for 
good design of coupling equip- 
ment. The value of 234.0 ohms 
secured with the four -wire line 
proved to be a desirable value to 
aim for. Accordingly, a search was 
made for a line which would ap- 
proach the loss characteristics of 
the five -wire line and at the same 
time have a characteristic impe- 
dance close to 2:34.0 ohms. 

V. A Six -Wire Line (RCA 
MI -19421 Assembly) 

'l'he arrangement shown in Fig. 
5 proved to have very useable 
properties. Four wires are ar- 
ranged at the corners of a square. 
These wires are connected to- 
gether and grounded. Two other 
conductors are mounted within 
the square as shown. These two 
wires are tied together and oper- 
ated above ground potential. In 
this mode of operation, 

2h - log 

Q11 I uw \ /Cd 

Qhw Ihw 2h 
log 

p1/4a %(\/2 a)'' 
(17) 

30 

[¡' 
log 

where 

The attenuation is 

10- -131 

(21í)s Q. (21)2 [0.214 0.0755] + /7 - - -- -} - - log I 
J pb Qhu cd = decibels for 1111)0 feet. 

c=tt(\/a-'+(a-h)- 
d=/\/a='+(a-}-b) 

I f we let 
Ir 

(1 

h 

l' 

ä1l(1 

(18) 

1' feet =144 inches 
1:t inches 

_ 2.5 inches 
0.081 inches (\ (i wire ) 

_ -0.792 

I , /Ih' _ -0.208 
Z,.= 231.0 ohms. 

s 

Fig. 10. 

--. 
--- 

I 

Fig. 11. 

Fig. fi shows the attenuation of 
this line as a function of fre- 
quency for a number of values of 
soil conductivity. 

\ \'c shall next consider the mat- 
ter of radiation from this trans- 
mission line. To be specific. let 
the transmitted power be 50,00( 
watts. ')'hen the current in the 
hot wire is 

50000 
I h _ , - -= 14.7 amperes 

231 

and the ground return current is 

I I,,,, = 0.208 X 14.7 = 3.06 amperes. 

l' i . \ppendix C. shows the 
field strength radiated with une 
;111111(re of 41'ot111(l current. Then 

the con(lition vhich we are 
cinlsidcring, the field radiated 
from the line, vhen the line is une 
vav e lung. reaches a maximum 
value of about 3(1 nlilliv''ii- per 
meter at une mile at an angle of 
about -15 degrees from the cartel. 

IContinne(I on Nest Pagel 

Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 12. 

TO COMpare the ra(liati )11 tri rill 
the line with that field radiated 
from the antenna. Fig-. 7 has been 
prepared. \With :,0,000 watts into 
a half-wave antenna, the field 
strength at une mile aluns the 
ground will be 1(i60.0 millivolts 
per meter. The (lotted curve on 
Fig. 7 shotys a pUrtlOil Of the ver- 
tical pattern of a btlf -wave an- 
tenna fed yith :0).000 watts, 
while the solid curvy i- the verti- 
cal pattern of the transmission 
line in the plane of the transmis- 
sion line. where the transmission 
line is the RC.\ \l1- 19421 ar- 
rangement. with a height of 12 
feet and an operating frequency 
of 1000 kilocycles. 

With a frequency of 1000 kilo- 
cycles, the wavelength is 984.0 
feet. With a transmitter power 
of 50.000 watts. 1,,( _ 3.06 am- 
peres. Substituting- in equation 
(5C), we lied that the total power 
radiated by a line which is a half- 
wave lung is Watts radiated = 
:í:10O X :1.0(i= (1 -) )Z = -1.. watts titi 

BROADCAST NEWS MAY, 1941 

or 0.0098 per cent of the total 
transmitter power. 

For a \vavelength of line, it is ( en that the radiated power is 
7.3 watts. or 0.0146 per cent of 
the transmitter power. 

APPENDIX A 
Lcsses Due to Conduction Cur- 

rents in the Earth 
In the multi -wire systems 

which tye have been con =i(lering, 
we saw that the current returning 
in the grounded conductor: was 
less than the current traveling 
down the line on the insulated 
conductors. .\ current '.which is 
the difference 1)0w-cell the hot 
wire currents and the grounded 
wire current; must then How back. 
through the earth. To arrive at 
the distribution of the earth cur- 
rents. we may replace our muiti- 
wire transmission line by a single 
conductor, carrying a current 
which is the difference between 
the currents in the insulated and 
grounded conductors. Since we 
shall íu11 show that this current 
is equal to the current rettllillllg 
in the earth, we shall call the cur- 
rent in our new single conductor 

1 n rig. ?i, we see a long con- 
ductor parallel to a conducting 
laver an(l h units above the layer. 
This conductor is carrying cur- 
rent into the paper. For the pur- 
poses of computing fields above 
the earth, we place another con- 
ductor or image h units below the 
surface of the earth. 'l'his image 
is effectively a conductor carry - 
ing current out of the paper. At 
a point .r tenets along the earth as 
.11oW 11 in rig. Conductor No. I. 

Fig. 13. 

sets up a magnetic flux density 
vector B1 which is at right angles 
to the line r drawn from the con- 
ductor to the point in question. 
"l'he magnitude of this flux den- 
sity is 

B1 
ulyd 

27rr 

where rc = 4 10 - 

9 

' <i' .i'. The flux (tensity clue 
to the image is Bo and is exactly 
equal to B1 in magnitude but 
points in the direction shown in 
Fig. 8. The vector soul of these 
two vectors is parallel to the sur- 
face of the earth and has a mag- 
nitude which is 

(1A) 

and r - 

2hB1 
B-2Bl cos (p- (2A) 

r 

Now if the earth is a very good 
conductor, the current in the 
earth will be concentrated very 
near the surface. Then the cur- 
rent in the little patch shown in 

S, where the patch is of unit 
wi(ith, is 

h J=B/u= 
ir h" -}- x- 

I, 1 

rh 
(-h 1 

r 
-- 

The ground current is flowing 
out of the paper. If x and h are 
pleasured in centimeters, the cur- 
rent density J is pleasured in am- 
peres per centimeter, while if the 
linear dimensions are expressed 
in feet, J is given in amperes per 
foot. Fig. 9 shows the earth cur- 
rent distribution in amperes per 

(3A) 

isit44w ost 
ØØIR$*9,._ 

sallat.**4-tliss 
+O 2.0 20 4eO 6.0 ó 

M///ivo/t.r - Metti- at opa pride, 
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foot, for a number of transmission 
line heights, with I,,,r equal to one 
ampere. We see that as the trans- 
mission line is placed closer to 
the earth, the current density in- 
creases directly below the cline, 
but drops off quicker in a lateral 
direction. 

To digress from the main prob- 
lem for a moment, let us sum up 
all of the ground current by inte- 
grating (3) from x = - s t(1 

x = + 
Then 

Tz Jdx= , 
.r - 00 

x - 0 

2hIg,, 

dr 

ir 

h2 

1 --hl,,,,-tan 
ir h 

(4A) 

,o we see that the total current 
flowing in the earth is equal to 
the current which we assumed to 
be flowing in the single conduc- 
tor. 

We will now proceed with a 

consideration of the losses in the 
earth. The current density J 
flows out of the paper in a small 
patch of unit lateral width and of 
thickness, s. This dimension s 

(Fig. 10) is the skin thickness. 

s= 1 

(5A) 
2n-0a 10 -9 

s is given in centimeters when f is 

the frequency in cycles per second 
and a is the earth conductivity 
measured in mhos for a centi- 
meter cube. The current flowing 
out of the patch shown in Fig. 3 

is J dx. Now, if we pleasure the 
length along the line by a dimen- 
sion y, the resistance of the patch 
shown, with a length into the 
paper taken as dy, is 

dy 
AR= (6A) 

as dx 

The watts lost in this small ele- 
nient, by the simple 12R law is 

J2 dy dx 
(/(l.r)" A/:= 

MAY, 1941 

If we now zulF-titute (3: \) in 
(7.1) and integrate from x = -z 
to x = -}- x we have the power 
lost in the earth in a slice taken 
at right angles to the transmis - 
sion line. where the thickness of 
the slice in the direction along 
the line is dy. Following this 
procedure. 

A P = 
dy ., 

fis -x 
P dx 

,, 

, °° d. 

But 

dy ) h'21,, r'Lfis s 

- 00 

J J - 11 

dx 

11(h'2+x2)s 

(8A) 

(h- +x )2 

1 tan - 

2h \h "1 

ir 

4h 

so that 
dy 

A P = lod2 
2rash 

- Igd2dy .10-'f 
h 

i/ 

rr 

(9A) 

(10A) 

With P watts passing a point 
in the transmission line, the 
change in power, dP, is the nega- 
tive of A P. Let Ihr be the total 
current in the hot or ungrounded 
wires. The characteristic impe- 
dance of the transmission line is 

Z,.. 'Then if the transmission line 

is terminated in its characteristic 
impedance the power P is Ihr,,2Z, 

We may then write 

i dP 

- P dy -- 

/ 10-11f 

.{ a 

1 

Zeh 

(11A) 

Again. if we have a properly 
matched line, the power at any 
point along the line is 

P -= pot.-lay (12A) 

Then 

and 

dP 

dy 
= -2(11'0E-2" 

1 dP 
= -2a 

!' dy 

21 

(13A) 

(14A) 

Comparing- (11: 1) and (14A). 

_(Irn, l ' f 

I 2(x \ . l Zi ,.h 
V 10 

h rt 

(15A) 

:\ty=O,from (12),P=Po. 

At y = L, p Pne-=°L. 

'l'hen the attenuation, in decibels, 
for a line L units long, is 

10 log10 
(P" ) i 

= 10 logio (e2aL) 

= (2aL) 10logl (e) 

= 4.34 (2aL) 
(16A) 

Substituting (15A) in (16A). 

4.34L Iyd \ 
decibels = J 

Zeh I,rl 

j 109 f 

/17 
(17A) 

For convenience we now let L 
equal 1000 feet, and measure h to 
feet. Also, we will measure the 
frequency in megacycles, and the 
conductivity in electromagnetic 
units, \\'here ac, = 10 -:1 a ,,ho -em. 

Under these conditions, the at- 
tenuation is 

decibels per 1000 feet = 

13,720 10 j 10-13 frnc 

ZrhÌ( 1 IP aCAll! 

(18A) 

This expression is the attenuation 
due to actual heating in the earth. 

(Continued on Page 24) 
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- 
ANOTHER STOP ON 
OUR 250-K PARADE 

WCBI, 
COLUMBUS, MISS. 

z 
Installing and adjusting the RCA 

250 K at the Columbus station. 

Control room at WCBI. Charles Holt, 
Announcer, at the Master Console. 

Bob McRaney, General Manager of WCBI, 
with Miss Billie Sanson, Secretary. 

Monroe Looney operating the RCA 
OP 6 and OP -7 Remote Equipment. 
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A Fine Transmitting 
Plant at WTAG 

RCA 1 -D and 5 D1 Transmitters are 
located in the transmitter houe^ 
shown in the photograph at the left. y 

_ 

Beautifully landscaped grounds 
surround the transmitter house 
at WTAG. Worcester. Mass. 

el 
Three of the 6 Speech Input Racks. 
Built by RCA to WTAG speciccations.y 

The RCA Custom Built Speech Input Control 
Desk at WTAG. Control panels are Included 
for 3 studios and switching. -Preset" facrl. 
'ties for 4 outgoing lines are provided. The 
second panel from the right contains equipment 
for remote line switching and equalization. 
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OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION 
LINES 

1'._, 

APPENDIX B 
Loses in the Copper Conductors 

e !l;ti1 Ile\t coll".ldel tilt" colr 
per I,- - Ill OW lrallllll lol: ll:le. 

I take tale ,; the general t t t 
lr t t1 ;t unlr lhat thrre ;t:r m 
Im ul;lte l \\ irle. ;tll tied t, .get!,tr. 
,t,l u groundcd \\1re- ln tlle c 'e 

a -\lnlnetric;tl lil!e \\e l;l;t\ 
.t--ttnlr that tute 10.,1 \\ Irr current. 
/,.., ,Ii\ idt erluall\ it the in ill- 
-ttlated \ ires. \\ hile tlle ground 
\\ ire current, /;.. di\ lily- e\ltla!I\ 
.01 tile u groumded \\ ires. 1 i ;d: 
\\ lia \ e the ,ante radius. N. 
Imea`ure(1 ill inclle.) the resist- 

ance per Ioot of a single wlre I 
/u,c 

,t - t 113 1 

2000 N,,,, 

The po\\e1- Iost in a]tmgth. dv, is 

\ 'n 

Poulo \\ii) the procedure 
pemdix .\ 

dtclbels per 111111) feet 

2.17 \, Í ,,,, 

r 
1 

L 

- 
/., llr r 

, 21; 1 

\p- 

APPENDIX C 

Radiation from Overhead Unbal- 
anced Transmission Lines 

In considering the radiated 
meld, from there unbalanced 
limes, we may consider that we 
replace the multi-wire i'\ -1 e il I 
\with a single conductor \which 
carries the net current in the line. 
It has ;dread\ beeil shown that 
this net current, which is the dif- 
ference between the hot wire cur- 
rent and the ground wire cur - 
rents, is equal to the ground cur- 
rent. \ \e will consider only the 
case where the line is terminated 
in its characteristic impedance so 
that the current travels down the 
line from the transmitter. essen- 
tially constant ill niai,nitude and 
\with a uniform phase retardation. 

BROADCAST NEWS MAY, 1941 

Id:e IICI 1/4:1111 ell: ,r..o1,..1 t!It' '111r is 
!lell 

1C 1 

\\ here 1, i- the hut current at the 
transmitter end f the line and .r 
N the distance ;flou` the liar. 
mea-ured from the transmitter. 
The line. which lia- a height h 
;tlrowe ground. ha- a total length 

11., The effect of the 
earth current- is taken care of l,w 
the lima. e current tlo \\ 111, ln op- 
posite dlrectloll t the hue cur- 
rent. 

\ pint /' in -]pace i located bw 
mean- of two angles. The angle 
re is the angle measured from the 
iemith. Fig. 12.i 

11 i- the llori- 
/, rntal angle measured from the 
transmis-ion line. \ direction in 
pact located bw u equal 90 de- 

grees and li equal zero degrees 
],oints from the transmitter to 
the load. 

Then the field strength in milli- 
\ out- per ]meter at one hile at a 
],oint im -'pace i 

/' = 3 7.2 5 

\ 
2 e it 

i. 

2 t 
e. 

t 1 

z. 

1 slnuclsli 

Fig. 13 shores the vertical polar 
pattern in the plane of the trans - 
mis.ion line t (3 = U degrees) for 
a line which is one -halt wave 
long and for another line which 
is one wave long. These patterns 
are based on a transmission line 
height of 12 feet, with a fre- 
.luency of 1000 kilocycles. and a 
ground current of one ampere. 

The total power radiated from 
the line is obtained by summing 
u1 the l'oynting energy vectors 
over the surface of a large hem- 
isphere. These result in the fol- 
lowing expression'. 

1. = h ;tut \yaw(-length 

h 2 

Watts radiated = 3500 I,,.-' - / i. 

one wavelength 

Watts radiated - 5250 /,,., 

Sill it cos I-) 1 

J 

In the special case where the 
Iim i-. one-half \\a\ e long, this 
exire-ion reduces to 

Zeh 
I, - 3 7.2 5 

C ) 

COS u\ 2 cos( 180 sin u cos ii)+2 

1 - sin u (OS (i 

(3(') 

\ \There the line is a full wave lung, 
the field intcn-itw becomes 

l F 37.?5 
/ i. 

cos u\/ -2 cos (360`sin u cos ) +2 

1 - sinucosi 
(4C) 

(2C) 

ir 

i. 

(5C) 

THE OR -1 PORTABLE 
EQUIPMENT 

The u1:-1 is a portable disc 
recording equipment for cutting 
high (lualitw instantaneous record- 
ings both in the radio studio and 
on remote locations. Although a 
quality instrument, the device is 
compact enough to be enclosed 
in two carrying cases when ready 
for Mowing 

Built to the saule standards set 
fur I:l. \'s radio studio equip- 
ment, the portable unit is a com- 
plete recording channel. With the 
exception of a microphone It 
consists of a turntable, a record 
cutting; attachment, and an am- 
plifier and loudspeaker unit. The 
turntable and the amplifier- 
speaker unit may be u ße(1 together 
as a high -quality record player. 
.\ complete story on the equip- 
ment will appear in our next issue. 
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Fig. 5. 

SIX WIRE TRANSMISSION 
LINE 

(Continued from Page 3) 

ductors there is little danger of a 
line becoming accidentally short- 
ed from external sources. 

The special insulator provided 
with the MI -19421 materials is 
eminently suitable for radio fre- 
quency service. Having dry and 
wet flashover ratings of 80 KV 
and 60 KV respectively. it is de- 
signed to withstand lightning 
surges and power arcs without 
damage. That it is extremely 
strong mechanically is illustrated 
by the two photographs (Figs. 
and 4) reprinted herewith by 

courtesy of the manufacturer.3 
showing similar insulators that 
have been subjected to extreme 
punishment. The 1\1I- 19421 insu- 
lator is similar in all respects save 
for the special double conductor 
grooving and number of skirts. 

Installation drawings furnished 
with the special hardware items 
give fully detailed ordering infor- 
mation for all materials required, 
as well as complete Span Data for 
tensioning the conductors at erec- 
tion. All line materials specified 
are time -proven in utilities serv- 
ice and have been selected care- 
fully with the engineering assist- 
ance of such well known concerns 
as Lapp, Hubbard and Delta -Star. 

.\ sketch of the MI-19421 
Double Bayonet is shown in Fig. 5. 

Lapp Insulator Co., Leroy, N. Y. 

25 

The essential electrical features 
of the six -wire configuration may 
be summed up as follows: 

1. Attainment of a concentric 
electrical field by configura- 
tion as shown in Fig. 1. 

2. (Optimum characteristic im- 
pedance for best economy of 
phasing and terminating 
equipment. 

:3. Extremely high surge volt- 
age rating and minimum 
leakance. with practically no 
insulation losses. 

4. 11 igh power capacity at low 
Cost. Because of the high 
safety factors inherent in the 
design, the line could be suc- 
cessfully operated at 50(1 I:\W 
carrier ( peak power 2 mega- 
watts). 21.5 l: V. 

., 
;::;71171-64 O.CV..J 

-All S..F: Da" 0 

I _s: 
_ 

.r r _ 

Diagram of the six wire transmission line. 

S.S. AMERICA 
(Continued from Page 5) 

matically sounds a hell in the 
radio room. The advantage of 
an automatic alarm on a ship 
where radio operators maintain a 
constant watch lies in the fact 
that if, at the time of an emer- 
gencj% the America's radio offi- 
cers should happen to be receiv- 
ing'on some frequency other than 
500 kilocycles he would not hear 
the distress signal of another 
ship. So far as is known, the 
America is the only vessel of its 
class so equipped. 

Radio Direction Finder 
In the chart room, just aft of 

the bridge, is another radiotele- 

phone that is used only fur ship', 
business. It is a 75-watt unit with 
a frequency range of 2 -3 mega- 
cycles. Its chief purpose is f,rr 

communicating with tug -boats 
during clocking operations and 
with the pier or home office while 
the ship is in harbor. Roth the 
transmitter and its associated re- 
ceiver are crystal controlled. 

During standby, the receiver of 
this unit is kept tuned to the 
coastal harbor radiotelephone fre- 
quency and the receiver audio 
output is fed into a selective de- 
vice which responds to certain 
audio frequencies. When the 
ship's telephone number is dialed 
by a shore static,n, a bell will ring 

aboard the .11nericu try in,lic.ctC 
the incoming- call. 

( )f utnto,t importance to the 
hips navigation equipment is 

the radio direction tinder. in- 
stalled in the wheel house. By 
means of this device, accurate 
bearing may be taken on shore 
beacon stations and the exact po- 
sition of the America determined 
in a few moments during periods 
of fog and storm. when other 
means of Obtaining this data arc 
impractical. So indispensable is 
this device that all large ships 
are required by law to have them. 
Its significance as a factor of 
safety is further heightened by 
the fact that it may also be used 

(Continued on Page 32) 
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5000 WATTS AT WFLA 
Tampa. I l(ricla Station, ¡las Latest in RCA Equipment 

RCA 5 -DX Phasing and Studio Equipment at WFLA. 

WFLA %%.as fottn(le(1 in 192. 
Its a Clearwater station 
And like most stations in 

its early history, operated to thrill 
the I )\ listeners. and with only 
:>(H) watts of power. 

\V F I,. \, until (fuite recently, 
divided tinte with \\'Sl'N at tit. 
Petersburg, on (i20 kr.. but late 
in 19-I0 the F('(' granted \ \'F l,.\ 
full tinte on 910 kc. This sepa- 
rated WFLA and \ \'S1'\ into 
two full time stations. 

In late September \VF I,.\ se- 
lected a new site for the new sta- 
tion and at the east end of Davis 
Causeway, only six miles from the 
Tampa I'o:t Office. started con - 
,trnrtion on the honte. In the 
brief weeks to folloxv the proiect 
tri '(n scrub land to a finished 
pry,duct was completed. 

The new \V F I,.\ is as modern 
as tomorrow. Every possible con- 
\eniencc has been installed. In 
addition to the l('.\ 5I)X trans- 
mitter. an auxiliary power supply, 
gasoline-driven generator is in- 
stalled for emergence operation 
with automatic devices fur in- 
stantaneous switching.. Also a 
magic eye has been in,talled 
xvhich automatically switches the 
toyer light on and off at dusk 
and dawn. 

(Below) W. Walter Tison. General 
Manager of the Tampa Station. 

(Below) Transmitter House and 
Towers. 

WFLA was originally in 
stalled by W. Walter Tison, in 
1925. Mr. Tison has managed 
WFLA from its inception and to- 
day manages the new station for 
its present newspaper owners. 

r. Tison in addition to engineer - 
ing experience gained in the Navy 
during the World War, spent sev- 
eral years not only with the Navy 
but also in the Merchant Marine 
as wireless operator. In 1922, Mr. 
Tison was instrumental in the 
founding of WSB in Atlanta as 
Dixie's first broadcasting station. 
Ile served WSB as engineer from 
1922 to 1925, then to Florida dur- 
ing the boons and stayed Nvith 
\ \TI,. \. Mr. Tison at one time 
owned a half interest in WFLA 
but sold (luring 1940 to the 
'Pampa Tribune which resulted in 
the present set ttp. Mr. Tison is a 
member Of the NAB Board of 
Directors, a past president of the 
Florida Association of Broadcast - 
ers, and a past president of the 
'Pampa . \(lv. Club. Mr. Tison, 
away from work, enjoys his coun- 
try place as a hobby with its 
orange grove and fish pools. 

It is to be remembered that 
\V I: 1,A was the originator of the 
directional antenna system now 
so widely adopted as standard 
equipment. 
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TWO STATIONS 
ON PACIFIC TIME 

In Sao Luis Obispo, h 1 EC does a 

swell job./'or Mutual-Don Lee 

Part of the All -RCA Equipment used by this Southern California Station. 

7111111111111111 

Les Hacker, Manager of KVEC. 

The new transmitter plant is a 

solid looking modern structure. 

vet r-. 

KR.s(.. Seattle, 11 ash., 
has all ('.l tel il'e 
building to house 

its aetilities. 

This 1 KW plant goes right down 
the line with RCA Equipment. 
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NOISE REDUCTION IN DISC RECORDING 
By R. A. LYNN 

Engineering Department, National Broadcasting Company 
Ccurtesy of A-T-E Journal 

the interests of maintaining 
transcriptions at a high degree 
of excellence, it is necessary 

that not only the program con- 
tent be of high duality, but also 
that the surface noise or scratch 
of the transcription be of a low 
order of magnitude. The lower 
the level of scratch, the higher is 
the permissible dynamic range of 
the program. 

Basically. the measurement of 
scratch is relatively simple. All 
that is necessary is to reproduce 
unntoclnlated grooves of the 
transcription through an antlpli- 
fier with sufficient gain to obtain 
a convenient output reading. .\ 
few practical considerations must, 
however, be observed. I,ow fre- 
quency di- iurbances, originating- 
from building vibration or from 
turntable rumble, is normally of 
sufficient intensity to canse errors 
in the scratch measurement. For 
this reason a 500 cps high -pass 
filter must be used in the repro - 
ducing circuit. 

The location of the 11 P filter 
is important. If placed after the 
amplifier it is very probable that 
the rumble levels will overload 
the amplifier. if placed ahead of 
the amplifier there is a possibility 
that htun picked up by induction 

will be amplified through the high 
gain system and give erroneous 
readings. Careful shielding wi11 
minimize this condition. How- 
ever, since the high gain ampli- 
fier system normally consists of 
two units, the easiest expedient is 
to place the H 1' filter between 
the two. In this manner the 
rumble disturbances have not at- 
tained sufficiently high amplifi- 
cation to cause overloading before 
they are attenuated in the filter 
and at the same time the induc- 
tive hum is not excessively ampli- 
tied in the final amplifier unit. 

The only requirement pertain- 
ing to the frequency character- 
istic is that the circuit be essen- 
tially flat from 1,000 cps up to 10 
kc and, of course, the lover fre- 
quencies must be attenuated be- 
low 500 cps by the iI 1' filter. 
The tone run taken by reproduc- 
ing- the RCA torte record No. 
2 -Ix5 -2 is shown in Fig. I A. 

'Che amount of bass compensa- 
tion used in the reproducer cir- 
cuit is relatively unimportant 
since the 500 cps If P filter at- 
tenuate these bass frequencies in 
any event. 

The equipment diagram used by 
the author is shown in Fig. 1 -B. 
The turntable used is the RC:\ 

fBJi 

70 -B with the treble compensa- 
tion switch set to step "Out" 
which gives a flat high frequency 
response. 

A 60 db variable pad is inserted 
in the circuit, as shown, to permit 
the tone run. For purposes of cali- 
bration the gain is so established 
that a convenient reading is ob- 
tained from the tone record. The 
1,000 cps reading is especially 
noted. The scratch sample is then 
reproduced and sufficient pad is 
removed from the circuit to per- 
mit the scratch reading to dupli- 
cate the previously obtained 1,000 
cps reading. The 1,000 cps band 
of the tone represents the nom- 
inal value of a fully modulated 
transcription. Therefore, the value 
of the pad removed to make the 
scratch read the sanie as the tone 
represents the signal to scratch 
ratio and is expressed in db. 

The results of the measure- 
ments show some interesting ef- 
fects. It is readily apparent that 
the discs most commonly used 
today are easily divided into 
three general categories. Shellac 
discs display the highest noise, 
vinyl discs come next with lacquer 
displaying the least amount of 
scratch. 

Figs. 2A and 2B sh_nv readings 
of -23 db for a shellac pressing 
and -47 db for a V-257 pressing, 
both pressed from the sanie mas- 
ter. 

It is to be noted that shellac is 
not intended for transcription 
work even though it is quite often 
used for this purpose. It is of 
rather coarse texture and so de- 
signed to withstand the seri^us 
abuse given it on home repro- 
ducers and "Juke -Boxes." The 
reproducing heads are generally 
found to be heavy (3 oz. or more) 
with massive styli consisting of 
the typical steel phonograph 
needle or equivalent. Under such 
conditions it is desirable to have 
the coarse textured disc to cause 
the stylus to wear down rather 
than have the stylus wear out the 
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disc upon a tew playings. Even 
so, a certain amount of wear is 
incurred on the disc. 

An improvement can be ob- 
tained, however, when using 
shellac discs by incorporating a 
high fidelity type of reproducer 
which exerts a weight on the disc 
that is not in excess of approxi- 
mately 3/4 ounce. It is assumed 
that the stylus compliance is com- 
patible with this figure, that is, 
no advantage is gained by coun- 
terbalancing the tone arm to this 
reduced stylus pressure if the re- 
producer contains a stiff moving 
stylus- armature assembly. In this 
case disc wear of unmodulated 
grooves is reduced but the wear 
of the modulation passages would 
still be severe. If shellac discs 
are to be used for transcription 
work with a high fidelity repro- 
ducer, care must be exercised to 
prevent even a single playing of 
the disc with an older type of re- 
producer which will mar the sur- 
face. 

The various vinyl compounds 
have been designed specifically 
for transcription work. They are 
softer than shellac and will not 
hold up under conditions of home 
use. Light weight reproducers 
with permanent jewel joints of 
low mass and a very flexible ar- 
mature movement are demanded 
for the most satisfactory results. 

At the present day it can be 
shown that there is a negligible 
difference in the scratch content 
of the various vinyl materials 
used to make transcriptions. This 
has not always been the case. For 
instance, several years ago it was 
found advisable to use a certain 
amount of filler in the compound 
to give optimum results with the 
reproducers available as of that 
date. The principle was analo- 
gous to but not as severe as that 
described under the action of 
shellac and a steel stylus. As im- 
provements have been made in 
reproducers it has permitted a 
modification of the filler used in 
the transcription disc. For the 
past year the NBC Thesaurus has 
been pressed in a material known 
as V -257. This is primarily a 
vinyl compound with a filler 
which is microscopic in size. Com- 
parisons made to clear vinyl com- 
pounds show negligible differ- 

. 
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-30 

-4 

-5, 
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ences in reproduced scratch. Fig. 
3 shows such a comparison. : \cl- 
ditional measurements of vinyl 
transcriptions are shown in Figs. 
4, 5 and 6. 

An inspection of the various 
measurements shows the scratch 
to be higher for the outside pro- 
gram bands than for the inner 
program bands. This effect is ef- 
fected by one or more of several 
causes. The starting cut of a 
recording stylus is sometimes 
noisy which either clears itself or 
which is readjusted for optimum 
depth by the operator as the re- 
cording progresses. Also in the 
plating process of the record man- 
ufacturing, the deposition of 
metal is slightly irregular toward 
the outer diameters of the disc. A 
third contributing effect is that 
the flow of the compound, as the 
record is pressed, is somewhat 
irregular at the outer edge of the 
disc. These various factors should 
be so under control that the 
spread between the outer and in- 
ner diameters of the transcription 
should be not in excess of 6 db. 

Fig. 7 shows that lacquer gives 
rise to the least amount of 
scratch upon reproduction. This 
material is very soft and is in- 
tended for transcription work 
where only relatively few play - 
ings are desired. 

The scratch measurements as 
herein described are made with a 
flat high frequency response. 
With Orthacoustic, where high 
frequency attenuation is applied 
upon playback, a still further im- 
provement is obtained in regard 

to the signal to noise ratio. The 
additional improvement amounts 
to from 6 to 12 db depending 
upon the distribution of the 
scratch noise throughout the high 
frequency spectrum. 8 db is taken 
as the average figure for this im- 
provement. 

Although as has been pointed 
out, negligible scratch difference 
is encountered between V -257 
and clear vinyl, V-257 has a defi- 
nite advantage due to its lower 
susceptibility to accumulating an 
electrostatic charge. Electro- 
static charges are detrimental 
since dirt particles, which even- 
tually scratch the grooves under 
the wiping action of the playback, 
are attracted to the disc. Further- 
more, any attempt at brushing off 
the particles builds tip the charge 
to higher values causing the par- 
ticles to adhere more persistently 
to the disc. 

Some idea of the severity of 
this condition is indicated in the 
results obtained on an elementary 
laboratory set -up which included 
an electrostatic voltmeter with a 
working range from 3,000 volts 
to 15,000 volts. The mere with- 
drawal of a clear vinyl disc from 
the paper envelope created 
charge in the range of 3,000 to 
5,000 volts, the value depending 
on such factors as the room hu- 
mility an(l the rapidity of with- 
drawal of the disc. Rubbing the 
disc with felt created potentials as 
high as 12,000 volts. Atmospheric 

(Continued on Page 32) 
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KYUM- ATTENTION-GETTER 
IN THE SOUTHWEST 

A transmitter house that ranks with the 
best symbolizes this Yuma, Arizona station. 

TOP: One of the well ar- 
ranged studios at KYUM. 
LOWER: RCA transmit. 
ter. turntables and con - 
solette form an efficient 
set -up. 

Down Georgia Way There's 
WMGA in Moultrie 

Control room at the Georgia station. Note the similar- 
ity to KYUM and WLOK in the arrangement of units. 

RCA 250 G transmitter and 
speech input racks at Moultrie. 
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It's WLOK in Western Ohio 

The streamlined RCA 5 -DX. 5 KW Transmitter, it 
stalled at WMCA with its associated control desk 

An exterior view of the transmitter house re- 
cently constructed by the New York station. 

Studio "B," at the Lima 
station, possesses a "liv- 
ing room" atmosphere. 

Murals in the modern 
manner convey the 
spirit of radio in the 
reception room. 

A section of the control room at WLOK. 
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SPEECH INPUT SYSTEMS 
(Continued from Page 12) 

switching facilities, gain controls 
and communication circuits are 
located in the master control 
room. The selection of the incom- 
ing lines made with patch cords 
and switches or, if the number of 
lines is large and the personnel is 
limited, automatic dial selector 
systems may be employed. 

Monitoring Systems 
The monitoring; facilitie pre- 

sent a minor problem in the 
smaller installations. In the larger 
systems, however, special pre- 
cautions must be taken to provide 
adequate monitoring facilities 

BROADCAST NEWS 

with protection against program 
interference. Such installations 
usually require monitoring speak- 
ers in the offices as well as the 
studios and control rooms. Also, 
it is generally necessary to pro- 
vide a means of selecting the 
source of the program to be mon- 
itored. A typical monitoring cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 15A. Mon- 
itoring circuits are provded for 
the outputs of each studio, the 
outgoing channels, the incoming 
network and the output of a re- 
ceiver. Single or double -stage iso- 
lation amplifiers are used between 
the program lines and the moni- 
toring buses. These amplifiers 
prevent impedance variations and 

MAY, 1941 

monitoring bus circuit noises 
from feeding back into the pro- 
gram lines. The outputs of the 
isolation amplifiers are loaded 
with resistors and the monitoring 
stations are bridged across the 
low impedance buses. 

Two methods of distributing 
the monitoring circuits are used. 
A multiple pair telephone cable 
may be run to every monitoring 
station where a simple rotary 
switch can be used as the selector 
as shown in Fig. 15B. Another 
method utilizes an automatic dial 
selector system which requires 
only two two -wire lines to each 
station. 
(To be concluded in the next issue.) 

NOISE REDUCTION 
(Continued from Page 29) 

conditions caused varying rates of 
decay of this charge. On one par- 
ticular clay a clear vinyl disc 
dropped from 11,600 volts to 
6.000 in a two -hour period. while 
the same disc on another (lay 
dropped from 11,400 volts to 
3,000 volts in the same time pe- 
riod. It was found that `' -257, 
subjected to the same tests, could 
not be made to exceed a maxi - 
nlunl potential estimated at 1,000 
volts. The sensitivity of the 
meter was such that no further 
data can be presented at this time 
on the rate of decay of V -257. 
Sufficient evidence is displayed, 
however, to show the appreciable 

superiority of V -257 over clear 
vinyl from the standpoint of the 
susceptibility to electrostatic 
charge. 

In the foregoing paragraphs 
mention has been made of "clear 
vinyl." To avoid confusion it is 
perhaps advisable to point out 
that the terminology "clear 
vinyl" is used for all vinyl com- 
pounds free from filler. However, 
various dyes are used to attain 
any desired color of disc, which 
dyes have no effect on the electro- 
static characteristics. In some 
instances heavy concentrations of 
Clark colored dyes are used which 
make the discs opaque and conse- 
quently similar in appearance to 
V -257 which is opaque due to the 
filler used. The susceptibility to 

electrostatic charging is a reliable 
test to differentiate the two 
classes of vinyl discs. 

In concluding it is pointed out 
that the signal to scratch ratio of 
present day transcriptions is in 
the vicinity of 45 db to 50 db. 
With the applicaton of Ortha- 
coustic a further reduction to 
the vicinity of 55 db is realized. 
Present day developments in the 
recording and processing tech- 
niques gives promise of attain- 
ing, within the very near future, 
transcription reproduction with a 
signal to scratch ratio in the 
order of 60 db or better. Exper- 
ience has demonstrated that this 
figure is entirely satisfactory for 
all broadcast requirements. 

S.S. AMERICA 
(Continued from Page 25) 

just as readily to determine the 
position of other ships at sea. 

Lifeboats Radio -Equipped 
'l'he direction finder uses a 

highly sensitive and selective 
superheterodyne receiver, and is 
designed with an automatic com- 
pensator so that deviations in the 
radio bearings are automatically 
corrected. The unit is also used 
in conjunction with the ship's 
gyro repeater system, thereby en- 
abling radio bearings to be taken 
with reference to true North at 
all times. 

Permanently installed in each 
of two motor -driven lifeboats of 

the America are complete radio- 
telegraph transmitters and re- 
ceivers. Designed to withstand 
the weather conditions encoun- 
tered by a lifeboat, this equip- 
ment permits communication on 
the distress frequency of 500 kilo- 
cycles. Power is derived from 
storage batteries. 

Thirteen antennas are used in 
the America's radio communica- 
tion system. Including the two 
life boat antennas, they are the 
radio direction finder loop anten- 
na, the direction finder sense an- 
tenna, the harbor telephone an- 
tenna, the five doublet receiving 
antennas, the main flat -top, the 

horizontal V and the forward in- 
verted L antennas. 

Power Generators 
Power for operating the ship's 

radio equipment is derived from 
four motor generators located in 
a room just forward of the radio 
quarters. Unit No. 1 supplies 
2500 volts for operation of either 
the intermediate or low frequency 
transmitters. Unit No. 2 is sim- 
ilar to No. 1 and powers the high 
frequency transmitter. A switch- 
ing panel is provided so that, in 
event of failure of one unit, either 
of the other units may be quickly 
connected to the desired trans- 
mitter. 
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MODEL 250 -K 

These American Stations 
Have Chosen the 250:K 

KANA KBIX KBUR KFBC KFMB 

KFPW KFXM KHAS KLUF KRJF 

KVFD KVOE KWII KYAN KYCA 

WAJR WARM WATN WBIR WBTA 
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WLOK WMJM WMRN WMOB WMOG 

WGGA WORD WSAV WS00 WSLB 

WTHT WSOC WTJS 
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universal acceptance...IN A LITTLE OVER A YEAR! 

Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for finer performance FINER= ERRFORMAN É 

GO V°A1 !k. ALL THE W AY 

Microphones 
Speech Input Systems 
Associated Equipment 

Transmitters 
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